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IRREDUCIBLE BELOUSOV EQUATIONS ON QUASIGROUPS 
A. KRAPEZ, Beograd, M. A. TAYLOR, Wolfville 
(Received September 2, 1991) 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
Among the many quasigroup equations that have been investigated (see for ex-
ample the work by Denes and Keedwell [3]), of particular interest are those that are 
balanced. A balanced equation is one in which each variable appears precisely once 
on both sides. The general study of balanced equations on quasigroups was initiated 
by Belousov [1] and he was who defined those balanced equations [2] which were 
named after him in [4] by the present authors. 
In [2], it was proved that every Belousov equation is equivalent to a system of 
equations of a certain type (Theorem 2 below). This result was extended in [4] 
(Theorem 3 below) where it was shown that any finite set of Belousov equations is 
equivalent to a single equation again of restricted type. 
The thrust of both papers is to replace a single Belousov equation or a set of 
Belousov equations by equations which are of lesser length. In [4] an example is 
given of a single equation of the restricted type which is itself equivalent to a shorter 
equation. The question then arises "which Belousov equations are not equivalent to 
a shorter Belousov equation?" In this paper we show that such irreducible Belousov 
equations correspond to polynomials from 1 -f x2o[x]. These polynomials also play 
a major role in determining the irreducible Belousov equations equivalent to a set of 
Belousov equations. 
In the final section of the paper, it is shown that the lattice of Belousov varieties 
of equational quasigroups is isomorphic to the lattice of polynomials from 1 -f a ^ f z ] , 
together with the zero polynomial, under divisibility. 
Although the present work is motivated by our previous paper [4], it is essentially 
independent of it. 
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PRELIMINARIES 
We start by reviewing some key definitions and result from [2] and [4]. 
The set of variables which appear in a term u is called the content of u, and is 
denoted by (u). 
An equation W\ = tv2 is balanced if (w\) = (W2) and every variable from (w\) 
appears exactly once in ivi and tv2-
A balanced equation W\ = wo is Belousov if for every subterm u of w\ there exists 
a subterm v of 102 such that (u) = (v). 
For completeness we include: 
T h e o r e m 1. (Krapez [5], Belousov [2]). A quasigroup satisfying a balanced but 
not Belousov equation is isotopic to a group. 
A Belousov equation 1/1 • 112 — v\ • v2 is said to be separable if (u\) = (v\) (and 
consequently ^ 2 ) = (^2))-
L e m m a 1. (Belousov [2]). The separable Belousov equation u\ • U2 = vi • vo is 
equivalent to the pair of equations u\ = v\ and u2 = ^2-
Let uv be a binary product. Then u is said to be a lefl companion in uv and v a 
n<7hl companion. Also u and v are said to be companions of each other. 
A variable x appearing in an equation is said to be an isolated variable if none of 
its companions is a variable. 
The following two theorems are mentioned in the introduction. 
T h e o r e m 2. (Belousov [2]). Every Belousov equation is equivalent to a system 
of inseparable Belousov equations with no isolated variables. 
In [4] we strengthened Theorem 2 to: 
T h e o r e m 3. Any (finite) set of Belousov equations is equivalent to a single in-
separable Belousov equation with no isolated variables. 
However, in the same paper we showed that there are inseparable Belousov equa-
tions with no isolated variables which are equivalent to shorter Belousov equations, 
for example 
(xy - uv)(st • zw) = (ts • wz)(vu • yx) 
is equivalent to xy = yx. 
We define an irreducible Belousov equation to be one which is not equivalent to a 
shorter Belousov equation, with the understanding that one equation is shorter than 
another if it contains fewer variables. 
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The aim of this paper is to characterize irreducible Belousov equations. 
C O R R E S P O N D E N C E S 
The use of trees to represent equations is a valuable heuristic device. In [4] a 
system was introduced in an a t tempt to formalize the manipulation of equations via 
trees. We have subsequently modified this system in such a way as to reduce the 
technical results associated with it while maintaining its applicability to Belousov 
equations . 
The basis for the formal system is best illustrated by considering a particular 
example. 
The equation xy • (uv • w) — (vu • w) • yx has the following tree representation: 
u w y 
uv • w 
xy • (uv • w) 
diagram 1 
(vu • w) • yx 
In addition to the variables x, y, u, v, w the term t — xy • (uv • w) has subterms 
xy, (uv • w) and uv. The subterm t\ -= uv • w is a right companion in t, the subterm 
/2 — uv is a left companion in t, and the subterm u is a left companion in ^ - Using R 
to denote a right companion and L a left companion, the position of any subterm in 
a term can be described by means of a word in these two letters. Thus the position 
of u is given by RLL(u). The position of the other subterms is easily obtained when 
the tree is appropriately labelled (diagram 2). 
xy • (uv • w) 
diagram 2 
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Thus we have L(xy), LL(x), LR(y), R(uv • iv), RL(uv), RLL(u), RLR(v) and 
RR(w). 
The position of the term xy • (uv • w) is described by the empty word A: A(xy • 
(uv • w)). 
The word which describes the position of a subterm in a given term is a path to 
that subterm. A branch is path to a variable. 
In general, for any term w = t\t2 define L to be the path to t\ and 1?. the path to 
£2, and recursively if p is the path to the subterm u = u\Uo of w then pL is the path 
to u\ and pH is the path to un. 
For a subterm u of iv with path p the word p(u) is called a vector in w. 
The letters 5 and T, possibly subscripted, will be used to denote either L or R. 
We define the length \S\ . . . Sm\ of the path S'i . . .Sm to be m( |A| = 0) and the 
length \t\ of the term t as \x\ = 0 if t = x and |u • v| = max( |u | , |v | ) + 1 if t = u • v. 
The length of the vector S\ . . .Sm(t) is defined by |5'i . . .Smt\ = ra + | l | . 
Notice tha t the length of a vector is the length of the longest branch in it. 
For an equation u = v we define |ix = v| = max(|u | , |v | ) . If u = v is Belousov then 
|u | = |v | and \u = v| = \u\. 
If E = {K i , . . . , En} is a set of equations then |K | = inax( |K i | , . . ., | K n | ) . 
If w\ = W2 is a Belousov equation and 1x1 is a subterm of iDi then w2 has a 
unique subterm u2 such that (^i) = (^2)- This establishes a correspondence between 
the path to u\, p\ say, and the path p 2 to u2. We denote this correspondence by 
P i ( u i ) ->P2(u2). 
The equation xy • (uv • w) = (vu • iv) • yx has the following correspondences: 
LL(x) -> fi/J(x) 
Lfi(y) - 1?K(y) 
L(xy) -> .R(yx) 
RLL(u) -> LLft(u) 
ItL1t(v) -^ LLL(v) 
RL(uv) -> LL(vu) 
HI?(u;) -> Li?(ti;) 
R(uv • iv) —v L(mj • ^v) 
A(a:g • (uv • w)) —• A((vu • u') • yx) 
This list is easily obtained by labelling the trees given in diagram 1 in the manner 
of diagram 2 . 
Notice that the subwords in L and R on both sides of the symbol —-> are of the 
same length. This is a characteristic property of Belousov equations . 
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P A T T E R N S 
Consider the correspondence RRL(u) —• LLR(u), from the list given above. We 
can obtain the path on the right of —• from the path on the left by changing the first 
letter R to L, leaving the second letter L as it is and finally changing the third letter 
L to R. If we indicate the change from L to R (or vice versa) by 1, and 0 indicates no 
change, then the pattern 101 describes the transformation of one path to the other. 
Similarly, for the correspondence LL(x) —> RR(x) the resulting pattern would be I F 
The concept of the pat tern of a correspondence is central to the determination of 
the irreducible Belousov equations. 
Assume that a quasigroup equation ivi = w2 is given, with a correspondence 
Si .. .Sn(t\) —> T\ .. .Tn(t2). Then the pattern (for this correspondence) is a word 
a i . . . a n in 0 and 1 such that cv,- = 0 iff S; = Ti and a,- = 1 iff S; / T,. We also 
say tha t the correspondence Si .. .Sn(t\) —> Pi . . .Tn(t2) has the pattern a i . . . a n , 
or even tha t paths Si . . . S n and T\ .. .Tn have the pattern a i . . . a n . The pat tern 
or ...an is a normal pattern iff a i = a n = 1. 
The action of a pattern o r , a 2 . . . a n on a term t = t\ t2 is given by 
1. 0 a 2 . . . a n *(t\ -t2) - ( a 2 . . . a n * (t\)) • ( a 2 . . . a n * (t2)) 
2. l a 2 . . . a n * (t\ • l2) = ( a 2 . . . a n * (t2)) • ( a 2 . . . a n * (t\)) when t = t\ • t2. 
When t = x, a variable, then 
3. a\a2 .. .an*(x) = a\a2 .. .an(y-z) where y and z are new variables and every 
other occurrence of x is also replaced by y • z. 
The action of a pattern a\a2 . . .an on a vector with path S\S2 • . .Sm to the term 
t is given by 
4. a i . . . a n * ( S i S 2 . . . S m ( 0 ) = S f ' S ?
2 . . . S ^ S n + i . . .Sm(£) where Sf = S{, 
L1 = R and 1?1 = L, in the case that m ^ n, or, 
5. a i . . . a n * ( S i S 2 . . .Sm(t)) = S^
lS2
2 .. . S m
m * ( a m + i .. .an*t) when m < n. 
Parts 1, 2 and 3 also define the action of patterns on terms and equations. For 
example the equation z — 101 * z, where z is a variable may be written successively 
as 
z\z2 - (01 * - r 2 ) - ( 0 1 * z i ) 
Z3ZA • Z5Z6 = ((1 * * 5 ) ' ( 1 **6) ) ( (1*23) "(I **4)) , 
(*32/3 ' «42/4)(«5j/5 * *62/6) = (2/5*5 ' 2/6*6)(2/3*3 ' 2/4*4) 
where z\ = c3-4, 22 = -5-6, and rt- = ar.-y,-, 1 = 3 ,4 ,5 ,6 . 
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Note also that 
z\ • z2 = 0 * z 
Z3Z4 • z5z6 = 00 * z = 0
2 * z 
(^3213 • Z42/4)(*52/5 • xeye) = 03 * z. 
Consider the equation x yz = zy-x. Replace y on both sides by uv. We get a new 
equation x(uv • z) — (z -uv)x, also Belousov and evidently equivalent to the previous 
one . We call it an inflation of the equation x • yz = zy x. 
In general, we get an inflation of an equation E by replacing all occurrences of a 
variable x by y • z where y and z are new variables, and defining an inflation of an 
inflation of E to be also an inflation of E. An equation u = v is a deflation of the 
equation s — t if 5 = t is an inflation of u — v. 
Notice that every inflation of an equation E is equivalent to E. 
If w\ = iv2 is an equation of length k ^ n then there is an inflation which extends 
all branches in w\ — w2 to be of length n. This is achieved by the action of the 
pattern 0n (0 repeated n times) on both w\ and w2. As an illustration, the effect of 
applying the pattern 03 to the equation xy • z = z • yx is shown at the beginning of 
the next section. 
In general the action of 0n to one (or both) sides of w\ = w2 is to increase the 
length of any branches with length less than n by inflating variables. If no branch 
in W\ = iv2 has length less that n, the equations w\ = w2 and 0
n * tvi = 0n * w2 are 
identical. Whatever the value of 71, the equations w\ = iv2 and 0
n * w\ = 0n * w2 are 
equivalent. This is noted by Lemma 2. 
L e m m a 2. 0n * w\ = 0n * w2 iff w\ — w2. 
Consider now the equation 
t^i = £1X2 • X3X4 = £4^3 • ̂ 2^1 = w 2 
and the term t given by 
(2/12/2 -2/32/4) -z. 
The tree representations are given by diagrams 3 and 4. In w\ and w2 the branches 
are all of length 2. The term t has four branches of length 3 and one branch of length 
1. The term 02 * t has the tree representation given by diagram 5, where z — z\ • z2. 
Notice that 02 * t is of the form w\ where x\ = y\y2, x2 = 2/32/4, X3 = z\ and 
x4 = z2. Consequently (yxy2 • y3y4) • z\z2 = z2z\ • (y3y4 • y\y2). 
We have applied the equation ivi = iv2 to the term t. For the tree representation 
see diagram 6. 
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X\ Xo £3 £4 £4 £3 £2 £ l 
diagram 3 
2/1 2/2 2/3 2/4 
diagram 4 
2/1 2/2 2/3 2/4 
2 l ~2 
diagram 5 
2/12/2 2/32/4 - 1 ~2 ^2 - 2 T 1 2/32/4 2/12/2 
a p p l y uji = u)2 
diagram 6 
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The process of applying an equation to a term may be extended to applying an 
equation w\ = w2 to an equation U\ = u2. In the latter case W\ = w2 may be applied 
to any subterm of u\ or u2. 
This is illustrated by the following simple example: 
We will apply xy = yx first to the subterm uv 
uv - w = w - vu 
to get 
vu - w = w - vu. 
We now apply xy = yx to vu • w which results in, 
w - vu = w • vu. 
THE STRUCTURE OF IRREDUCIBLE BEL0US0V EQUATIONS 
In this section we show that all branch correspondences of an irreducible Belousov 
equation have the same pat tern . 
Consider the pair of equations 
xy - z = z • yx 
(rs - uv) • tw = wt - (vu - sr). 
Then 0 3 * (xy • z) = 03 * (z • yx) becomes successively 
(02 * xy) - (02 *z) = (02 * z) - (02 * xy) 
((0 * x) - (0 * y)) ((0 *z\)-0* z2)) = ((0 * z\) • (0 * z2)) ((0 * y) • (0 * x)) 
w\ = (x\x2 • y\y2)(z3z4 • z5z6) = (z3z4 • zbz6)(yxy2 • x\x2) = w2. 
Similarly (rs • uv) -tw = wt • (vu • sr) under the action of 03 becomes 
^ 3 = (rs - uv)(t\t2 - w$w6) = (w$w6 • t\t2)(vu • sr) = w4. 
We now apply the equation iv3 = w4 to the term ivi, that is rename the variables 
r = x\, s = x2 , w = gi, v = 2/2, ^i = z3, t2 = z4, iv5 = z5, ^6 = z6 to get an equation 
(x\x2 - y\y2)(z3z4 - z$z6) = (z5z6 - z3z4)(y2y\ • x2xx). 
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We conclude 
(2:324 • z5z6)(y\y2 -x2x\) = (z5z6 • z3z4)(yxy2 -x2x\). 
Lemma 1 yields 
Z3Z4 ' Z5Z6 = Z^ZQ • Z3Z4 
y\yi x\x2 = y2y\ • x2xx 
The first of these equations deflates to xy = yx; the second separates and also gives 
the commutativity equation . This example serves to illustrate the following. 
L e m m a 3. Let u = v and s = t be Belousov equations with \u\ = n > 1 and 
\s\ < n. Then provided s is not identically equal to t there exists a set E of Belousov 
equations with \E\ < n such that E U {s = t} is equivalent to {u = v, s = t). 
P r o o f . By Lemma 2 u = v iff 0n * u = 0n * v and s = t iff 0n * s = 0n * t. We 
can assume without loss of generality that u = v and s = t are both nonseparable, 
i.e. u = u\u2 and v = v\v2 with (u\) = (v2) as well as s = s\s2 and t = t\t2 with 
(s\) = (t2). Then 
(O"- 1 * u\) • ( 0 n _ 1 * u2) = 0
n*u = 0n*v = (0n~x * v\) • ( 0 n _ 1 * v2) 
and similarly 
(0n~l * s\) • ( 0 n - ! * s2) = (0
n~l * t\) • (O""1 * t2). 
Renaming the variables we can set 0n * u = 0 n s which also means that 0 n _ 1 * ui = 
0 n _ 1 * s\ and 0 n _ 1 * u2 = 0
n _ 1 * s2. 
The right hand sides of 0n * u = 0n * v and 0n * s = 0n * t become equal as well, 
i.e. 
(1) (O""1 * v\) • (O""1 * v2) = (0
n~l * t\) • ( 0 " " 1 * t2). 
Since 
(O"" 1 * v2) = (O""
1 * u\) = (O"" 1 * s\) = ( 0 n - ] * t2) 
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(1) separates into 
(2) O""1 *vi = 0 n _ 1 *tx and 
(3) 0 n " 1 * i ; 2 = 0
n - 1 * l 2 . 
The equations s = t, (2) and (3) are consequences of s = t and u = v. Moreover, 
\{s = t, (2), ( 3 ) } | < n . 
On the other hand s = t, (2) and (3) imply 0 n * u = 0n * s = 0 n * t = 0 n _ 1 * tx • 
0n~l *t2 = 0
n _ 1 * vi • 0 n _ 1 * v2 = 0
nv. In particular s = t, (2) and (3) imply u = v. 
D 
A Belousov equation which is not equivalent to any set of Belousov equations of 
lesser length is said to be length irreducible. 
A length irreducible equation which is not an inflation is said to be a minimal 
equation. 
Corol lary 1. Let u = v be a minimal Belousov equation and let s = t be a 
consequence which is not an inflation and such that \u\ = \s = t\. Then either s = t 
or t = s is identical to u = v. 
P r o o f . We can assume that u = v is nontrivial, i.e. \u\ > 1. Lemma 3 ensures 
that s = t is not separable because otherwise u = v could be length reduced. 
Let u = u\u2, v = v\v2, s = s\s2 and t = t\t2 with (ux) = (v2) and (s\) = (t2). 
Set 0n*u = 0n*s. Then (071"1 * vx) • ( 0
n _ 1 * v2) = ( 0
n " ] * tx) • (0
n~l * t2) separates 
into 
O""1 *vx = O
n _ 1 * l i 
and 0 n _ 1 *v2 = 0
n - 1 *t2. 
If either of these equations is not equivalent to x = x then it follows by Lemma 3 
that u = v is not irreducible. Hence 0 n - 1 *v\ = 0 n _ 1 * t\ and 0 n _ 1 * x;2 = 0
n _ 1 * t2 
i.e. 0n * t = 0n * v and the required result is obtained by deflating the equation 
0 n * s = 0 n * l . D 
L e m m a 4. Let u = v be a minimal Belousov equation with a correspondence 
p * t\ —* q * t2. Then there are subterms t^ and t4 sucli that q * t% —• p * t4 is also a 
correspondence. 
P r o o f . In 0n * u = 0n * v there are paths p', q', r and r' such that 
pp' * x —y qq' * x 
and 
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qq'*y-+ rrf * y (\r\ = \q\) 
for some variables x and y. 
If we apply the equation 0n * u = 0n * v to 0n *v we will get an equation 0n *v = w. 
Thus we have 
0n * u = 0n * v = w 
and correspondence ppf * x —• qqf * x —• 7V * x. In particular 0n * u = w has 
a correspondence ppf * x —> n*' * x. However, as a consequence of Corollary 1, 
0n * u = w and it then follows tha t 7* = p. So there is a term t$ with a path q in u 
and a term l4 with a path p in v such that q * l3 —• p * £4. • 
T h e o r e m 4. AM tiie branch correspondences of a minimal Belousov equation have 
the same pattern 
P r o o f . We can assume that the given minimal equation u = v is nontrivial, 
i.e. 7* = \u = v\ > 1. Then by Lemma 2, 0n * u = 0n * v is equivalent to u = v. 
Consider the correspondence L\Lo . . . Ln(x) —• L
ai .. . LQn(x) (Li is L indexed for 
position) with the pat tern p = a\ .. .an. We will prove that all correspondences of 
u = v with paths of length k(0 < k ^ n) have the pattern a?i . . .or*. 
Since u = v is irreducible and nontrivial, we have u = u\U2 and v = v\V2 with 
(u{) -z: (vo). Then L(u\) —» R(v2) and 1x(it2) —> F(^i), so correspondences with 
paths L and 1? both have the pattern 1. 
Assume now that 5i . . . Sm(t\) —-> S
ai . . . Sm
m(^2) for all m ^ k and all 5 i , . . . , Sm 
and appropriate li, l2, and that there is a correspondence with the pattern o;i . . . a* 
(1 — a ^ + i ) . Let L1L2 . . .LjRTj+2 • >-Tk+\(t) be a left-most such vector, i.e. 
(4) L\L2 ... F^+2 . . .TkTk+\(t) -> 
L"1 . ..La>Ra^TakT"£2 • ..TakTl~"k+l(tf) 
for some T's while 
(5) L, L2 . . . L;- + 1 S i + 2 . . . 5 i + 1 (*) - > £ " • . . . L«»« $ £ + ' . . . S°+V (*') 
for all possible 5 's . 
Let t\ be the subterm in 0n * u which has the path L\Lo.. .Lj. The term li is 
then inflated to the term 0n * / i which results in an inflation ii\ = v\ of the equation 




replacing t\ in On * u by 0n * t\ and inflating the subterm s\ of 0n * v with the same 
content as t\ accordingly (see diagram 7). 
The equation u\ = vi has the property that all branches of 0n * u with a subpath 
Li L2 . . • Lj at the beginning have length n + j . 
The equation 0n * u = 0 n * v is then applied to the subterm 0n * t\ of u\ to 
give 0 n * t\ — t.2. The replacement of 0n * li in u\ by to constructs a term uo (see 




In equation (6) there is a correspondence 
LXL2 ... LjR^T^ .. .T?
k->T^+i(t3) -
Lai ... WIV^Tfl? . ..Ta"Tl~ik+1(U). 
Form equation (6) we derive two more equations. First by applying the equation 
0" * u = 0" * v to u2 we obtain 
(7) «2 = «3-
Notice that (7) is an inflation of a non trivial equation v2 — v3 of length n. The 
second equation derived from (6) is 
(8 ) U3 = VX. 
Equation (8) has a correspondence 
(9) Lai .. . La*(Rai)at+l(Tfa)a>+* . ••(T^k-1)ak(T^-J+lf(h) -> 
Lai ... La>Ra^T"£2 .. •TakTlk~
ak+1(t4) 
where p E {0,1}. 
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As suggested by (9), equation (8) is exactly j times separable so we get an equation 
(.s2 = 0
n * s\) with a correspondence 
DCkj + irpCtj + 2 rpakrp\-CKk+l /. \ 
n 2j + 2 "'Jk 2k + \ \l4)' 
The equation s2 = 0
n * s\ is a consequence of 0n * u — 0n * v and of the length 
n. Therefore it is identical to either 0n * u = 0n * v or 0n * v = 0n * u. By our 
induction hypothesis a correspondence with a path of length k — j + 1(< k) has to 
be Q] . . .cvjfc_j + i. So {Tje+l)
ak-j+1 transforms into Tk~
ak+l which is possible only if 
P ^ cvjt+i. But then (7) yields the correspondence 
T T r?C*irpa2 rpCtk-j rpCtk-j + l / , \ 
L \ . . . L , j t t lj + 2 . . . l k l k + l [I3) —> 
Lai ... La>^Rai)a»1{Tft2)
a** .. .{T£k-'^ 
As noted before, (8) can be deflated to v2 = t>3 of length n and we have the 
correspondence {a\ = 1 so RQl — L) 
(10) LX... Lj LT%2 .. . T ^ -
J F ^ r + 1 (h) -+ 
LQl ... LQ>LQ>+i{TQ^2)
Q>+2 .. . (Tr _ J ) a M"T+i ' J + 1 ) / ? (^) . 
with the pat tern cvi . . .c*kP {P ^ cx^+i). Since vn = v3 is a consequence of u — v of 
the same length, by Corollary 1, either v2 — ^3 or v3 = v<i is identical to 0n * u = 
0n * v. By Lemma 4 we have that in any case the correspondence (10) belongs to 
0 n *u = 0 n *v , contradicting (5). This means that our assumption about the existence 
of a correspondence (4) with the pattern cvi . . . o^(1 — o^+i) is not sound and hence 
all correspondences with a path of length k + 1 have the pattern c\\ . . .o^o^+i-
The s tatement of the theorem follows by induction. • 
A length reducible Belousov equation is equivalent to a finite set of length irre-
ducible Belousov equations, which by Lemma 3 and Corollary 1 are either the same 
or can be further reduced one by another until a single length irreducible equation 
remains. Thus we have 
T h e o r e m 5. Every finite set of non trivial Belousov equations is equivalent to 
a single Belousov equation of the form v = p * v, for some normal pattern p and 
variable v. 
An equation of the form w = p * w is called a pattern equation. If p is a normal 
pat tern and w a term with all variables occurring precisely once and with all branches 
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of length |p| then the equation is a normal equation. Using actions of patterns on 
vectors, we see that w = p * w iff 0'p ' * z = p * z. Also 0'p ' * z = p * z is a normal 
equation iff p is a normal pattern. 
N O R M A L EQUATIONS AND Z 2 [ Z ] 
A finite set of Belousov equations is equivalent to a finite set of minimal equa-
tions which in turn is equivalent to a single minimal Belousov equation. This single 
minimal equation may be obtained by applying the techniques and results of the 
previous section either on an ad hoc basis or by devising an appropriate algorithm. 
In either case the process can prove to be very complex when equations with a large 
number of variables are involved. However, we now show that the canonical bijection 
between the set of pattern equations and polynomials over Z2 leads to the determi-
nation of the irreducible equation equivalent to a set of Belousov equations through 
the division properties of Z2[x-]. 
The bijection mentioned in the preceding paragraph maps the pat tern equation 
n 
z = p * z with the pattern p = o;o . . .<yn to the polynomial p(x) = ^ a{X
l £ Z2[.c]. 
i = 0 
It is clear that if p = c*o . . . c\n is a pattern of length n then Op = 0o;o . . . cvn and 
pO = cvo . . . o:n0 are patterns of length n -f 1 and further z = Op * z iff z = p * z iff 
z = pO * z. 
The equations z = 0n * z are trivial equations for all n £ N, thus we refer to 0rl as 
a trivial pat tern. The pattern p = 010101100 is non trivial and it is easily checked 
that z = p * z iff z = q * z where q = 101011. 
This illustrates 
L e m m a 5. For every non-trivial pattern p there is a normal pattern q such that 
z = p * z iff z = q * z. 
Lemmas 6-10 follow from the properties of patterns acting on terms and the corre-
spondence between patterned equations and polynomials over Z2 . 
L e m m a 6. The pattern equation z = p * z is normal iffp(x) £ 1 -f- xZ2[ar] (i.e. 
p(x) = 1 (mod x) in Z2[-r]). 
L e m m a 7. If p(x) = xmq(x) for ra £ N then z = p * z iffz = q * z. 
L e m m a 8. Ifp7 q, r are patterns and p * z = o*(r*2:) then p(x) = q(x) -f r(x). 
The above lemmas lead to 
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L e m m a 9. Let z = p * z and z = q * z be two normal equations. Then z = r * z, 
where r(x) = a(x)p(x) -f- b(x)q(x), is a consequence of z = p * z and z = q * z for 
every a(x), b(x) G Z2[-c], 
L e m m a 10. If p(x) is a divisor of q(x) in Z2[x] then z = p * z implies z = q * z. 
As corollary to this lemma we have 
T h e o r e m 6. Let z = p * z and z = q* z be two normal equations. Then this pair 
of equations is equivalent to the single equation z = r * z, where r(x) is the gratest 
common divisor of p(x) and q(x). 
P r o o f . It is well known that the g.c.d. of p(x) and q(x) is of the form a(x)p(x) + 
b(x)q(x) for some a(x), b(x) G ~%-2[x\ so z = 7* * z is a consequence of the two given 
equations . 
On the other hand, p(x) = c(x)r(x) for some c(x) G Z2[x] since r(x) is a divisor 
of p(x). So, by Lemma 11, z = p * z follows from z = r * z. 
Similarly z = q * z is implied as well. • 
Using the division algorithm for Z2[-c] we obtain 
Corol lary 2, Let z = p * z and z = q * z be two normal equations. Then z = p * z 
implies z = q * z iffp(x) divides q(x) in Zo[x]. 
L e m m a 12. Let So . . .Sn(x) —-» To • • >Tn(x) with p = cvo . . . on be a branch cor-
respondence of a Belousov equation u = v. Then the equation z = p * z is implied 
by u = v. 
P r o o f . Without loss of generality we may assume that ,S'o . . . Sn(x) —» T0 • • 
Tn(x) is a correspondence of w = 0'
u ' *u = v and that this equation is non-separable. 
Theorem 5 ensures the existence of a normal pattern q such that u = v iff z = a* z. 
Let q = f30 . . ./3m then m ^ n + 1 . 
Applying z = q * z to w = v gives as a consequence an equation w = v' with a 
correspondence 
so • • • SmSm+i ...S„(x) - T,?
0Tf' . ..Tm~Tm+l .. .Tn(x), 
w = v' is separable because /30 = 1 and So = FJ . Assuming the equation to be 
k! times separable, one of the consequences will be an equation u\ = v\ with the 
correspondence 
Skl • ..Sn(x) - T
b
k^ . ..TtrTm+l . ..Tn(x). 
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Denoting the pattern for this correspondence by </i, the polynomial relationship 
describing the action of the patterns is given by 
p(x)-q(x) = xklq{(x). 
the process is repeated to obtain a sequence of equations Ui = V{ each of which is a 
consequence of u = v, and a sequence of polynomial equations 
qx(x) -q(x) = x
k2q2(x) 
qi-x(x) -q(x) = xk>q{(x) 
where qi = 7172 • • -Te ig the pattern of the correspondence 
5, ...Sn{x) - SPk> ... 5Z;.T t + e + 1 .. • Tn(x) 
in the equation Hz = vt. 
The process terminates with \qj\ < m -f 1. However, if \UJ = Vj | < in + 1 then 
because Uj = vj is a consequence of z = q * z, it must be a trivial equation Wj = Vj. 
Consequently qj(x) = 0. It then follows that q(x) is a factor of all the qi(x) and 
therefore a factor of p(x). 
The required result that z = p * z is implied by u = v follows by applying z = </ * z 
appropriately to x = 0'p ' * x. D 
Theorem 6 and Lemma 12 then give us 
T h e o r e m 7. Let u = v be a Belousov equation and let {pi} be the set of patterns 
of all branch correspondences of u = v. Then u = v iffz = p * z, where p(x) is the 
g.c.d. of{pi(x)}. 
We illustrate Theorem 7 by means of an example. 
The equation 
(xy • uv)(st • zw) = (ts • wz)(vu • yx) 
was mentioned earlier. The patterns of correspondences to branches of variables 
which are companions of each other are the same, e.g. 
LLL(x) — RRR(x) 
and LLR(y) -> RRL(y) 
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have the same pattern 111. 
The other pat terns are given by the branch correspondences 
LRL(u) -> RLR(u) pattern 111 
RLL(s) -v LLR(s) pattern 101 
RRL(z) -> LRR(z) pattern 101. 
There are only two distinct patterns, 111 and 101. These have polynomial represen-
tations 1 -f- x -f x2 and 1 + x2 and their g.c.d. is 1. Hence the original equation is 
equivalent to z = 1 * z, i.e. xy = yx. 
As mentioned in the introduction, the aim of this paper is to characterize irre-
ducible Belousov equations, that is characterize those Belousov equations which are 
not equivalent to a Belousov equation with fewer variables. It is now a simple exercise 
to show 
T h e o r e m 8. The irreducible Belousov equations are precisely the normal Be-
lousov equations. 
T H E LATTICE OF BELOUSOV VARIETIES 
Theorem 7 shows us that any (set of) Belousov equation(s) is equivalent to a single 
normal Belousov equation. We define bp to be the normal Belousov equation z = p * z 
and denote by Bp the class of quasigroups defined by it. For example Bl, 5 1 1 , I3101 
are those classes of quasigroups defined respectively be the laws 
(b l ) Vxy(xy = yx) 
(bl 1) Vxyuv(xy • uv = vu • yz) 
(blOl) Vxyzsuvwt((xy • zs)(uv • wt) = (vu • tw)(yx • sz)). 
Further, we define 
(bO) Vx(x = x) 
so that HO is the class of all quasigroups. However, despite being equationally defined 
(within the class of all quasigroups) neither HO nor any of the Bp (p-normal pat tern) 
are varieties. 
This is because a quasigroup (Q, •) defined by a single binary operation may have 
a subalgebra which is not necessarily a quasigroup . However, every quasigroup (Q, •) 
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with a single operation may be represented as an algebra (Q, •, / , \ ) with three binary 
operations for which 
(Ql ) (x/y)y = x 
(Q2) (xy)/y = x 
(Q3) x(x\y) = y 
(Q4) x\(xy) = y. 
Conversely, if ( Q , - , / , \ ) *s a n algebra with three binary operations in which (Ql), 
. . . , (Q4) hold (i.e. an equational quasigroup) then (Q, •) is a quasigroup in the 
usual sense. Equational quasigroups do form a variety and clearly there is a one-to-
one correspondence between quasigroups and equational quasigroups [6]. Moreover, 
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the classes Bp (p-normal pat tern) and 
Belousov varieties EBp i.e. classes of all equational quasigroups satisfying the law 
bp. 
If we define BL to be the lattice of all classes Bp (p-normal equation) including 
130, EBL to be the lattice of all Belousov varieties and L the lattice of polynomials 
from 1 -f xZslV], together with the zero polynomial, under divisibility, then from 
Corollary 2 we easily derive 
T h e o r e m 9. BL ~ EBL ~ L. 
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